
Keeping Flowers Alive



Question:
How to keep gift 
flowers alive longer?



Introduction

Have you ever wondered if there's a way to keep your flowers 
given as a gift living longer and not dying so quickly? For this 
project I’m going to see which way works best to keep your 
flowers living  longer. I will be using water,water with feed and 
water with soil.   



Hypothesis

I think the flowers with water and feed will last longer because the feed 
will give the flowers food. I think that the soil with water will not work 
because the flower’s roots were cut off. I think the flowers with just 
water will not last as long because other than the water, there is 
nothing to keep it alive. 



Materials
● Water

● Glass jar

● White roses

● Flower feed

● Garden soil



Procedure

1. Get all the material ready.
2. Place water, water + feed, and soil + water in separate jars.
3. Cut flowers to fit in the jars and put 4 flowers in each jar.
4. Put flowers away from anyone that could move them so the stay in the 

same place for 6 days.
5. Take a picture of each set of flowers for 6 days.
6. Observe and write down changes of flowers each day. Changes to 

look for will be color, blooming, feel, and wilting of flowers.
7. On day 6, see which set of flowers survived the best by seeing which 

ones have changed the least.



Day - 1
There were no changes observed on day 1.

Water with feed Water Soil



Day - 2
Flowers using just water and soil+water started to bloom more. Flowers with water+feed 
stayed the same.

Water with feed Water Soil



Day - 3
Flowers with water+feed bloomed a little more but started to get some brown on corners. 
Flowers with water have bloomed the biggest with no color change. Flowers with soil+water 
have some green on corners.

Water with feed Water Soil



Day - 4
Flowers with water+feed has the most brown around the corners. Flowers with only water are 
the whitest and curling on the corners, but the most bloomed. Flowers with soil+water have 
green spots and are yellowish with little brown spots.

Water with feed Water Soil



Day - 5
Flowers with water+feed has have bloomed big but are also turning brown and yellow. Flowers 
with only water are the whitest and bloomed the biggest and no color change. Flowers with soil 
are turning completely brown and dark yellow and wilting.

Water with feed Water Soil



Day - 6
Flowers with water+feed has 1 flower that is brown and the rest are fully bloomed but feel hard and 
have some brown on the corners. The flowers with only water are fully bloomed, soft, and the whitest 
with no brown. The flowers with soil are very brown with yellow, feel really soft, and wilted.

Water with feed Water Soil



Conclusion

In conclusion the flowers with only water 
stayed the healthiest. In six days, they did 
not change color and bloomed very big 
without wilting. The experiment showed that 
keeping flowers in only water will keep them 
looking better the longest.

 



Thoughts
It was surprising to see that the flowers with only water stayed white the whole 
time. It was surprising because the other flowers had things added to the water 
that I thought would help.

From now on I will just put flowers in water with nothing else and know that it will 
keep them looking pretty the longest.


